
THE FAST AND
THE FURIOUS
A SPEEDIER VIDEO CHIP MAKES DREAMVISION’S CINEMA

TEN PRO PROJECTOR A SERIOUS CONTENDER.
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Those who follow the
world of DLP (Digital Light
Processing,Texas Instru-
ments’ market-dominating
video projection technology)
know about the new HD2
DLP chip—a 1,280-by-720-
pixel resolution device
designed for widescreen
(16:9 aspect ratio) video that
is finding its way into many
new projectors.

DreamVision offers pro-
jectors based on HD2, but
quietly, the company is ste-
ering video enthusiasts
toward a different product,
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based on a professional-grade
DLP chip with a mere 1,024
by 768 pixels of resolution.
Adding to this chip’s appar-
ent demerits, it employs the
squarish 4:3 aspect ratio used
for most TVs. Put a more
rectangular, 16:9 image on
this chip, and you see a mere
1,024 by 570 pixels of reso-
lution—far less than the
HD2 chip achieves.

The lure of this pro-
grade chip is speed. DLP
chips incorporate thousands
of tiny mirrors (one for each
pixel) that create a video pic-

ture by selectively reflecting
light from a bulb.

According to Dream-
Vision, the pro-grade chip’s
mirrors move four times
faster than do the HD2’s.
DreamVision chose the pro-
grade DLP chip for its new
CinemaTen Pro projector.

Cinema Ten’s swoopy case
is a departure from the usual
boxy projector look; it also
helps contain fan noise as
well as light leakage from the
bright bulb inside—two
chronic problems with DLP
projectors.This projector also
offers virtually every video
input possible. It incorporates
a built-in video scaler, which
converts incoming video to
the resolution required by
the DLP chip, and offers
many adjustment options,
including test patterns that
help your installer calibrate
the projector.

Setting up the Cinema
Ten is really a snap. Once it is
level, square and aimed right

J
ust as a higher thread
count is considered the
greatest determinant of
linen quality, some

video experts consider
resolution—how many sepa-
rate elements,“dots” or pixels
compose a picture—as the
ultimate indicator of video
quality. Like so many others,
this truism may not hold up
to close scrutiny. “More pix-
els, better picture” might
seem like a given, but so
many issues go into making
an excellent picture that
more is not necessarily better.
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of video noise. Using test
patterns, I discover that the
color becomes a tad reddish
at certain brightness levels.
When I switch from a com-
ponent video connection to
an S-video hookup, though,
the problem disappears. Most
likely, the sample I received
has a mild problem with its
component input. Fortu-
nately, I can compensate for
most of it by adjusting the
color settings with a profes-
sional color analyzer—a tool
every top-notch custom
installer owns.

Cinema Ten looks fine
when I use its internal scaler,
but I decide to set it up as I
think most users will—using
an external scaler for extra
flexibility and better picture
quality. Once connected to a
Focus Enhancements Center
Stage CS-1 scaler, this pro-
jector is able to generate a
lush, smooth picture. I
find myself entranced
by the image quality.
It is more film-like
than I have previ-
ously seen from
DLP, with less of the
“shimmering” effect
that the slower DLP 

chips tend to produce.
I cannot see the pixels

that are typically visible from
projectors of this resolution,
and find myself getting close

on our 96-inch Stewart Fire-
Hawk screen, there is little
left to do.The supplied
remote, a preprogrammed
Home Theater Master MX-
500, accesses a detailed
onscreen menu.The menu
includes keystone adjustment,
which can compensate for
imperfect projector place-
ment.Within 10 minutes of
placing the projector, I get an
image from my DVD player,
using a component video
connection.The picture is
bright, clear and fairly sharp,
but I can see too much red at
times in the picture, and a bit

A full set of controls on the
side of the Cinema Ten
Pro (left) makes adjust-
ments so easy, you might
not fret about misplacing
the deluxe Home Theater
Master MX-500 remote

control (right).
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Ten, though, the blacks look
fairly good. I can differentiate
between the darkest shade of
black (technically expressed
as 0 IRE), and slightly lighter
than black (10 IRE, one-
tenth of the way up the
scale), which is not typical
for projectors like this.

In addition to running
test patterns and my favorite
test scenes from DVDs, I
always test each projector by
watching a few movies with
the family.Two things be-
come immediately clear: I do
not find myself distracted by
picture problems; and my
wife immediately notices the
difference in picture quality,
declaring that it is just like
going to the movies.

Does speed matter? Bet-
ter believe it. Faster mirrors
may solve many of the prob-
lems that have plagued DLP
and make it a better option
for videophiles and film
lovers. DreamVision has cre-
ated a DLP projector that
offers performance in line
with that of the best 8-inch
CRT projectors, offering a
high-quality picture from a
low-maintenance device.
This is a big step forward for
DLP. For in-depth technical

measurements, please visit
www.hedmag.com.

to the screen to ensure the
projector is in focus. It is, as
becomes evident at a dis-
tance of four feet. From
here, I notice the picture
does not display the black
stripes between pixels seen
with other DLP projectors.
The pixels appear to be clos-
er to each other, with only a
thin gray area separating
them. I notice no loss of
detail, although overall light
output seems a bit less than
that of other projectors I
have tested.This is no con-
cern in a darkened home
theater, but could pose a
problem in a bright room
with a large screen.

With many DLP projec-
tors, the darkest parts of the
picture appear gray instead
of black.With the Cinema

■ DESCRIPTION
DLP video projector with built-in scaler.
Requires separate projection screen.

■ DISPLAY CAPABILITIES
Native 4:3 chip operates in 4:3 and 16:9
mode. Accepts 720-line progressive,
1080-line interlaced HDTV, 540-line pro-
gressive, 480-line progressive and 480-
line interlaced signals, plus RGB XGA 
signal.

■ CONNECTIONS
DVI (Digital Video Interface) input with no
HDCP capability, 15-pin VGA-style RGB
input, five-wire RGB/component input (on
BNC connectors), two S-video inputs,
composite video input.

■ DIMENSIONS/RESOLUTION 
DIMENSIONS: 5.1 x 12.8 x 15.8 inches
(hwd).
RESOLUTION: 1,024 x 768 pixels.

■ PRICE/CONTACT
PRICE: $13,995
CONTACT: 800-663-9352
www.audioplusservices.com
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